What DLA Energy Does

Whether a vehicle, ship, aircraft, spacecraft or building, DLA Energy supports Warfighters and whole of government customers.

- Contracts domestic and international bulk fuels
- Supports installation heating, utility and renewable energy needs
- Provides total fuel supply chain and inventory management including receipt, storage, distribution and facility infrastructure
- Provides fuel capability for the Defense Support of Civil Authorities during natural disasters and humanitarian assistance missions
- Procures and transports propellants and compressed gases for missile and space missions
- Assists in testing, quality assurance and quality surveillance for fuels
- Facilitates international agreements and foreign nation partnerships in support of the global mission

Contact DLA Energy

The DLA Customer Interaction Center:
Phone: 1-877-352-2255
Email: DLACustomerInteractionCenter@dla.mil

DLA Energy Public Affairs:
Phone: 571-767-4108
Email: DLAEnergyPublicAffairs@dla.mil

Online

Learn more about the agency, its missions, contracts, pricing & people

DLA Energy website:
www.dla.mil/Energy

Current news from DLA Energy:
www.dla.mil/News/Energy

The Energy Source Fact Book:
www.dla.mil/Energy/About/Library/Publications

DLA on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/dla.mil

DLA on YouTube:
www.youtube.com/user/DODLogisticsAgency

Energy Solutions:
A Look at DLA Energy

Defense Logistics Agency Energy
8725 John J. Kingman Road
Suite 4950
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-6222
DLA Energy’s mission is to provide the Department of Defense and other whole of government partners with comprehensive energy solutions in the most effective and efficient manner possible and be the customers’ first choice for energy solutions.

As a Defense Logistics Agency major subordinate command, DLA Energy is the agency’s fuel supplier, providing a host of ground, marine and aviation fuels, as well as space and missile propellants, chemicals and gases, utility fuels and electricity. In addition, DLA Energy is DoD’s center of excellence for alternative fuels and renewable energy serving as the Executive Agent for DoD’s bulk petroleum supply chain.

In addition to Class III bulk petroleum products, DLA Energy supports many other energy-related commodities and services for its Warfighter and whole of government customers, including:

- Natural gas
- Electricity
- Coal
- Helium
- Compressed gases
- Cryogens
- Utility services
- Renewable energy
- Alternative fuels
- Aerospace propellants
- The Government Fuel Card program
- Quality and technical support
- Defense Fuel Support Point management

DLA Energy’s headquarters is co-located with DLA’s headquarters at Fort Belvoir, Virginia. There are four regional offices — Americas, Indo-Pacific, Middle East and Europe & Africa. Spread out globally, DLA Energy provides expertise directly to its customers and suppliers while supporting contracting, transportation, inventory control, quality assurance and facility sustainment.

With more than 1,200 employees spanning 29 locations worldwide, DLA Energy ensures Warfighters and customers have the necessary fuel and energy support needed to complete their missions anywhere around the globe. These employees drive worldwide coordination within both the military and civilian industries to meet mission requirements and manage critical fuel infrastructure.